LOGLINE

LONG SYNOPSIS

A love story, two different beliefs, a family in the turmoil of Iran’s modern history.

My mother married my father’s photograph in Tehran. He was studying radiology in
Switzerland, and for mother to come and live with him, marriage was obligatory.
For my mother, with her religious background, living in Europe was a challenge.
Sin was everywhere. My father came from a liberal and secular family. He was a
lover of culture, fine arts, classical music. My mother never understood how he
for example could treasure a painting depicting nude bodies.
After I was born, we moved from Switzerland back to Tehran. Shortly after, the
Revolution happened and changed everything upside down. My mother found new
reason and new identity, an important space for herself: She became a religious
activist, school principal and did military training. My father sat quietly in his favorite chair at home and listened to Bach.
In our house, there were no more card playing or red wine. My mother’s prayer
mat, and my prayer mat, were placed next to each other in the living room, by
the window. Photographs of women without hijab, were ripped apart. My mother
censored the past - while my father dreamt of a different future.
I was torn between my two parents. Our family was split. For a little girl, it was
difficult and painful. As my identity developed, I carried both of them inside me. I
still do, till this day. I am the result of Iran’s struggle between tradition and modernization.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
I am the product of Iran’s struggle between secularism and the Islamic ideology. My parents’ love story takes us from the Shah era to the Islamic Revolution
and the hardships during the Iran-Iraq War, up to the present day – all in our
home in Tehran. In my childhood, I was constantly forced to choose between
my parents; each day, I endured imposition from one side and acceptance
from the other.
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My story is told through photographs, archive footage, letters and voices. Our
home in Tehran becomes a metaphor of the shifts in our family, hence in modern
Iranian society.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
A revolution took place in my home. It affected every corner of our domestic life. My father and mother each represented one side. I drew neutral borders for myself within their
zones of control; unclear borders which were never recognized!

“My story takes us from the Shah’s time, to the Islamic
revolution and the hardships during the Iran-Iraq war, until
the present day; all under one roof in a house in Tehran.”

Religion began to creep in through the cracks. Wine, music and dance, as ordered by Fatwa, were forbidden. The framed copy of Venus by Velazquez was taken down from the
walls for the crime of nakedness. Fatwas became the orders of the day.
The revolution gave my mother the role of an Islamic combatant. She tried to convert me.
This frightened my father. Religion became a nightmare for me.
Islamic iconography replaced all the impure objects my mother removed from our home.
These new images that filled our walls were the verses from the Quran, the icon of Imam
Ali and a painting of headless Imam Hossein riding his horse.
This film is a narrative of the covert and overt conflicts that affect our lives. Forbidden
images become the pivotal point of the story. Velázquez’s nude painting of Venus at her
Mirror was now considered profanity and had to be taken down from the wall.
My mother, struggling with images of herself unveiled, rips up the photographs from our
family albums. I imaginatively piece them back together and draw in the missing parts of
the headless torsos and armless bodies.
My childhood passed between these two poles. I was constantly forced to choose between
the two. Each day I endured imposition from one side and acceptance from the other.
The revolution had played its role and taken its toll.
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My mother and father’s marriage was a marriage
between religion and secularism.
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“Mother is revolution. Father is solitude. My childhood
passed between the two under one roof in Tehran.”
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